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Mendonça

Presentation Outline

§ Motivation for NHERI
§ Description and Vision of NHERI
§ NSF History of RAPID awards
§ NHERI RAPID Facility Role and Planning
§ NSF Support for RAPIDs to use NHERI RAPID Facility

NSF Program Directors at Workshop
§ Richard Fragaszy, ENH and Geotechnical Engineering and
Materials (GEM), rfragasz@nsf.gov
§ David Mendonça, Infrastructure Management and Extreme
Events (IMEE), mendonca@nsf.gov
§ Joy Pauschke, NHERI and ENH, jpauschk@nsf.gov
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Motivation for NHERI:
Earthquake and Wind Engineering
§ 2000-2014: George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering
Simulation (NEES)
§ NSF as part of legislated interagency programs (NIST is lead agency)
– National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP)
– National Windstorm Impact Reduction Program (NWIRP)

§ Community planning, as referenced in NSF 14-605 and NSF 15-598, e.g.,
– National Research Council, Grand Challenges in Earthquake Engineering
Research: A Community Workshop Report. Washington, DC: The National
Academies Press, 2011
– NIST GCR 14-973-13, Measurement Science R&D Roadmap for Windstorm and
Coastal Inundation Impact Reduction. (This roadmap developmental effort was
supported in part by NSF, through award CMMI-1235689, to obtain community
input on related long-term fundamental research challenges in windstorm and
coastal inundation impact reduction)
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Description of NHERI
§ Is a distributed, multi-user, national facility – part of NSF’s
large facility portfolio.
§ Provides the natural hazards community with access to
research infrastructure (earthquake, tsunami and storm
surge, and wind engineering experimental and postdisaster, rapid response research (RAPID) facilities,
cyberinfrastructure, computational modeling and simulation
tools, and research data), coupled with education and
community outreach activities.
§ Enables research and educational advances that can
contribute knowledge and innovation for the nation's civil
infrastructure and communities to prevent natural hazard
events from becoming societal disasters.
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Vision for NHERI
§ Understand, model, and predict the lifecycle performance of civil
infrastructure, from component to holistic system levels, under different
natural hazard events;
§ Reduce the reliance on physical testing for modeling the performance
of civil infrastructure under natural hazard events through advanced
computational modeling and simulation capabilities;
§ Build the basic science knowledge and computational modeling and
simulation capabilities to evaluate multi-hazard resilient and
sustainable civil infrastructure and communities;
§ Translate research into innovative mitigation strategies and
technologies to reduce the impact of natural hazards on existing and
new sustainable civil infrastructure and communities; and
§ Integrate research, education, and outreach to train a broad and
inclusive STEM workforce to conduct and translate research into an
innovation ecosystem for multi-hazard resilient and sustainable civil
infrastructure and communities.
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NHERI Scope: Major Infrastructure Components
(Notional Diagram)
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NHERI Facilities

NSF History of RAPID Awards
§ NSF has long history of funding SGER/RAPID awards to
gather perishable research data after a natural hazard event
– Formerly - Small Grant for Exploratory Research (SGER)
– Now - Post-disaster, Rapid Response Research (RAPID)

§ SGER/RAPID support (NSF Engineering) awarded, e.g.,
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

2004 Great Sumatran Earthquake and Tsunami
2005 Hurricane Katrina
2010 Haiti and Chile Earthquakes
2010/2011 and 2016 New Zealand Earthquakes
2011 Tohoku, Japan Earthquake and Tsunami
2011 Tuscaloosa, AL Tornado
2012 Hurricane/Superstorm Sandy
2013 Moore, OK Tornado
2013 Super Typhoon Haiyan
2016 Hurricane Matthew (Haiti)
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NHERI RAPID Facility – Role (NSF 15-598)
§ Provides community resources (equipment, instrumentation, and data management
infrastructure) for quick field deployment globally to support perishable research data
collection following an earthquake or windstorm event.
§ The primary users of the RAPID Facility resources will be researchers supported through
separate NSF awards (RAPIDs) for post-disaster investigations, with assistance in the field
from RAPID Facility staff, as required.
§ While the primary focus of this facility must be for perishable data collection following
earthquake and windstorm events, this does not preclude facility resources being deployed
for perishable data collection following other natural hazard events.
§ All collected data must be curated and archived in NHERI DesignSafe Reconnaissance
Integration Portal.
§ RAPID Facility development and commissioning
– Develops facility concepts and requirements in year one
– Procures and commissions equipment in year two
– Opera9onal by end of year two, including user training conducted
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NHERI RAPID Facility Planning
§ Science Plan - identification of research questions
§ Post-disaster, perishable data needed to answer research
questions, e.g., to validate theory, validate design
methodologies, validate computational models…
§ Equipment, instrumentation, & software needed to obtain
these data
§ Range of equipment and instrumentation parameters required
§ Prioritization of equipment, instrumentation, & software
needs
§ Equipment procurement, software development,
commissioning, and operations
§ Data management infrastructure (in field and NHERI CI)
§ User support
§ NHERI NCO scheduling
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GEER Model for Community-led
RAPID Deployments
§ Geotechnical Extreme Event Reconnaissance (GEER)
Association
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

http://www.geerassociation.org
Supported by NSF since ~2003 formation
Community-organized and community-governed
Receives multi-year NSF support to enable “quick,” preliminary RAPID
data collection (travel/lodging/per diem)
Selects RAPID field team and notifies NSF
Collects perishable data from a range of natural hazards, e.g.,
earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, landslides, tsunamis
Quickly shares findings and report on web
Observations and data enable follow-on NSF RAPID proposals

§ A path forward? - GEER as an “X”EER model, e.g.,
– “Structural engineering” EER
– “Social sciences” EER
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Opportunity for “Collective” Community Expertise
Self-Organization for “Early” RAPID Deployments with
NHERI RAPID Facility
Existing
Organization

Geotechnical
Extreme Events
Reconnaissance
(GEER)

Social
Sciences
EER

A New
Organization?

Intersections are
opportunity for
interdisciplinary
coordination

Structural
Engineering
EER

A New
Organization?
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How might natural hazards researchers use the
NHERI RAPID Facility?
§ Initial reconnaissance – GEER & other “X”EERs
– Examines research questions in light of natural hazard event and community
consensus if post-hazard data can provide research insights
– Forms RAPID team
– Coordinates among “X”EERs for synergy and RAPID Facility resource sharing
– Works with RAPID Facility and NCO to deploy RAPID Facility resources
– Conducts field work for perishable data collection
– Posts preliminary reports during field work and shortly upon return home
– Archives data in NHERI DesignSafe Reconnaissance Integration Portal
§ Follow-up in-depth reconnaissance – Natural Hazards Community
– Uses results from “X”EERs reconnaissance to inform RAPID proposal plans
– Individual/collaborators submit NSF RAPID proposals to NSF programs, e.g.,
ENH and IMEE
– Works with RAPID Facility and NCO to deploy RAPID Facility resources
– Conducts field work for perishable data collection
– Posts report and data in NHERI DesignSafe Reconnaissance Integration Portal
§ Subsequent research proposals that use above reconnaissance data
• NSF/CMMI ENH, IMEE, and other NSF programs…
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“Social Sciences” EER
§ Enabler: growth of interdisciplinary community in hazards
§ Catalyst: ongoing transformation of many social science fields
–
–
–
–

big and pervasive data
integrated human/machine perspectives
new and expanding fields (computational social sciences)
new methods (beyond surveys/interviews)

§ Benefits: improved integration across science & engineering
– longitudinal studies (cheap data)
– larger studies (methods that scale)
– shared/integrated modeling frameworks

§ Challenges
– availability/management/integration of perishable data
– operationalizing interdisciplinary methods
– training of future researchers
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Going Forward – Working Together
§ NHERI RAPID Facility becomes operational and trains users
§ Unsolicited NSF proposals to establish “X”EER organizations
–
–
–
–
–

Talk with NSF Program Director before submission!
GEER is supported by ENH
Structural engineering field (one new EER may be supported by ENH)
Social sciences field (one new EER may be supported by IMEE)
“X”EER proposal might consider
• PI with national & international NSF-supported RAPID experiences
• Experienced core team
• Governance plans and team selection process
• Plan to interface with NHERI RAPID Facility
• Cross “X”EER coordination and interdisciplinarity
• Mentoring early career faculty and graduate students
• Avoid naming “cast of 1000s”

§ NSF support for “X”EERs and follow-on individual RAPIDs
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